Lexicostratigraphy is an aspect of historical linguistics that makes use of interlingual borrowings in determining the original settlers of a given speech environment. This paper explores this theoretical framework in an attempt to determine the original settlers in Ebonyi state, southeastern Nigeria. The two groups of people being investigated are the Oring people numbering less than three hundred thousand and the Igbo people with a numerical strength of about fifteen million. The Oring and Igbo people speak Koring and Igbo respectively. The two groups occupy the southeastern geopolitical zone in Nigeria but their languages belong to different language families within the Benue-Congo phylum. Koring belongs to the East Benue-Congo while Igbo belongs to the West BenueCongo. Borrowings were used for two purposes. Firstly, to determine the Oring settlement; then, to examine linguistic change in Koring. An investigation of the two languages' lexical items revealed that the Oring were the first to settle in their present location. This study also showed that the two languages' contact has resulted in Koring lexical change.
Introduction
This paper tries to examine word histories using the theoretical framework of lexicostratigraphy. Ehret (2000) ascertains that word histories in a language or a group of languages can be uncovered through the establishment of a linguistic stratigraphy. He goes further to claim that the most basic form of such a stratigraphy can be represented by a family tree of relationships among the languages being studied. In lexicostratigraphy, the histories are established by examining lexical items. Lexicostratigraphy, according to Eze (2007) , "seeks to discover interlingual borrowings so as to employ the findings in making some deductions of historiographical nature of both a linguistic kind and those relating to other aspects of social life." It relies on lexicons obtained from the actual speech acts of the languages under investigation. In this paper, borrowings were used for two purposes. Firstly, to determine the Oring settlement; then, to examine linguistic change in Koring.
The Oring settlement has been a great source of puzzle to scholars. Cook (1935) made some speculations about the origin of the Oring, though he did not reach a categorical conclusion. Talbot (1969) claimed that the Oring were the first to settle in the area where they now cohabit with the Igbo in southeastern Nigeria. He went further to assert that the Igbo might have joined the Oring later but being greater in number, they subdued the Oring through constant fights. This compelled some of the Oring to look for new settlements farther north and farther south with non-Igbo ethnic groups as neighbours. Although there is no linguistic evidence or the lore of the Oring to support Talbot's conclusion, the work is more or less pioneering for tracing the Oring settlement. This paper explores the lexicostratigraphic framework in an effort to determine the original settlers in Ebonyi state, southeastern Nigeria. The two groups of people being investigated are the Oring people numbering less than three hundred thousand and the Igbo people with a numerical strength of about fifteen million. The Oring speak the Koring language while Igbo is the language of the Igbo people. The Oring and the Igbo occupy the Southeastern geopolitical zone in Nigeria but their languages belong to different language families within the Benue-Congo phylum. Koring belongs to the East Benue-Congo while Igbo belongs to the West BenueCongo (see Williamson and Blench, 2000) . Igbo is spoken in the core Igbo states: Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu and Imo while Koring is basically spoken in Ebonyi state and some parts of Benue and Cross-River states of Nigeria. Koring is a minority language whose use is geographically localized and functionally restricted and whose number of speakers is declining.
Eze (2007) examined Ezza dialect of Igbo, Ntezi and Okpoto dialects of Koring using one hundred lexical items which were randomly selected and claimed that the Igbo were the first settlers in Ebonyi state. This present study investigated Ezza and standard dialects of Igbo, and Okpoto dialect of Koring using Roger Blench's one thousand wordlist and came up with the claim that the Oring were the first to settle in their present location. This study also examined the old and younger generations of Oring and observed that large numbers of the lexical items in use by the younger generation were borrowed from Igbo. 
Research Questions
This paper tends to answer the questions according to Newman (2000:269) Eze (2007: 49) observes that Aro influence in Southeastern Nigeria co-originated with the trans-Atlantic slave trade. They were the middlemen for the European dealers and employed a combination of tactics one of which was a deception based on presenting themselves as the children of an all-powerful and all-knowing deity ruling the universe. Those who offended this deity were presumed killed by him. But the truth is that through an arcane device, undiscovered by the clients but known to every member of a pan-Aro all-male secret society, such victims were sold to European slave buyers. Practices from the Aro's part of the southernmosteastern districts of the Igbo country were also spread to their sphere of economic influence. With the stability in the Aro strategy they met no resistance among the Oring who were only too willing to adjust their language and social organisation to suit the group who presented themselves as and whom the hosts accepted as the "children of God" (Ojike nd: 14) . 'uka' came through the contact with Europeans and their Igbo agents. Ekejiuba (1972:21) observes in a different context that the Aro further restructured the Igbo four-day cycle: Eke, Orie, Afo and Nkwo, which the Oring borrowed and adjusted to: Eke, Ode, Afo and Okwo. The Oring's reason for borrowing the four-day cycle was to enable them transact business with the Aro. In order to transact business with the Aro, knowledge of the Igbo week days was very crucial. Although the Oring were farmers, they were not growing rice. Rice farming came with the advent of the Igbo. All other items under hr, nt and acm came with the Igbo.
It is not in doubt that Koring borrowed extensively from Igbo (cf. Eze, 2007) . Some lexical items examined for this present study have been observed to exist in Igbo neighbouring languages such as Yoruba but not in Koring neighbouring languages. It is therefore pertinent to state that the recipient language speakers are the original settlers of the land while the donor language speakers arrived later. In affirmation of my claim, Ehret (2000:280) asserts, "... a very large number of words may have been borrowed. Very often this kind of word borrowing tells us that large numbers of the people who spoke the donor language of the loan words were assimilated into the society of the people who adopted the words".
Linguistic change in Koring
Languages undergo change through language contact and this is mostly done by younger speakers. Michael (2006) notes that the younger generation is the part of society which is most exposed to intense language changes. Lexical change is most evident in the speeches of younger Koring speakers. Here, I am going to discuss those words that were originally Koring 
